
The Odyssey
Begin in the middle 



What is “epic”?
A long story, told in a formulaic, traditional language which helped the ancient bards to have 
it memorized (now there’s some poetry out loud for you!). 

Epics always have a hero, obstacles, helpers, and a completion of the quest at the end. The 
hero always comes away a changed person, returning to the regular world now equipped 
with some boon to their community. Boon= gift (usually the intangible kind). 

Epics begin with an invocation of the muse--a humble request for inspiration. They also 
begin in media res--in the middle of the action. 

Epics hold the culture and mythology of their people. 

Formulaic means there are certain patterns that are repeated… like   



DAWN

She shows up at least 20 times, 

and her fingers are always rosy 

(or some variation thereof). 

Renaud Camus. Le Jour ni l’Heure



Epithets
242: The Cloud Lord Zeus

242: bright haired dawn

269: Odysseus the man who can adapt to anything

257: Earth shaker, Lord Poseidon blue-hair

257: Odysseus, the city-sacker

287: Poseidon, shaker of the Earth

312: Zeus Lord of dark clouds

329: master of plots and plans, Odysseus



Homeric Similes
Also called epic similes, these tend to go on a bit… 

272: men like cattle 

309: Scylla eating men

317: Odysseus wishing for night to go home

319: stallions rowing the ship

Basically it’s just an elaborated simile, often with a story of its own within it. 



Now you try! 
Your journal is to write your own Greek Introduction. Make sure to incorporate your  
name, parentage, homeland, and an epithet--just like Odysseus does on page 
241.  



Facts about The Odyssey
It is over 12,000 lines long. Composed in dactylic hexameter. That’s six dactyls (3 syllable 
feet) per line (a dactyl--/ u u / u u) elephant is one example. 

Wilson translation uses the exact same number of lines but composes in iambic pentameter 
as that flows better in English (read 82-83). 

It begins in media res with Odysseys, Telemachus, and Penelope stuck in an unhappy 
place. Athena appeals for Ody to be released from Calypso, and then the story gets going 
again. But before that he was with her for 7 years! Then the rest of the story is told in a 
flashback (books 9-12) in which Ody recounts his adventures to his newfound friends the 
Phaeacians.

Who was Homer? (read 9-10 of intro) When was it composed? Late 800-700bce When was 
it written down? Around 500 bce. 

Read 



The Monomyth
The one story that all cultures tell--the hero’s journey. 

This is a term from Joseph Campbell, mythology scholar and Star Wars fan, to 
describe the stages of this journey in his book The Hero with a Thousand Faces. It 
has been described in many different ways since then but I stick with Christopher 
Vogler’s explanation, which this video talks about in detail. 

See your handout for the list of stages. 

https://blog.reedsy.com/heros-journey/#free-infographic-the-heros-journey-template


The extra credit
Okay so if you want an extra credit assignment here it is: 

Write your own mythology. You can use the monomyth or not, but you must have 
elements of a mythology, such as gods or monsters or supernatural forces. Your 
story must be at least 750 words, in MLA format, and you must share at least a 
part of it with the class. Due Monday--only on paper, printed and put in the box by 
830am. 
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